Abstract. In 2014, the Development in Language Theory conference took place in the city of Yekaterinburg, in the Ural mountains of Russia. I used to live there. In Soviet times, there were no international conferences in the city. The whole region of the Urals was closed to foreigners. As I walked the streets of Yekaterinburg,
UrGU after one and a half years at Chelyabinsk Polytechnic where at least in my Automotive Division cool students pretended not to study. Mathematics was belittled to arithmetic, technical drawings to doodles. At the UrGu Math Department, students weren't shy to study or being seen to study.
In the harsh reality of Soviet life with its incessant propaganda, informers, denunciations, and worse the hard-sciences part of UrGU was a rare oasis of decency.
Of course the Soviet pseudo-sciences history, philosophy, etc.
were represented at UrGU as well. And those classes were super boring, though there were exceptions. In the obligatory class on atheism, our professor spent much time describing Christian sects surviving in the USSR, so that in eect the class was more on the anthropology of religion than on atheism. My philosophy professor loudly hammered down the dogma of dialectical materialism. But, on philosophy seminars, his assistant would let us lose to argue; at the end he would quickly restate the dogma and disappear.
Fortunately the hard sciences were dominant at UrGU at my time. Misha and I come from the same scientic school, the Yekaterinburg school of algebra, the rst scientic school in the Urals [1] . At my time in UrGU, Misha was a school boy. My wife Zoe remembers him well, as he was a brother, a much younger brother, of her close friend Ella Villensky. The girls were math students at UrGU. Misha tried to read their textbooks and interrupted their study in order to explain them his own theories. They would politely listen to him for a while and then send him away, to develop his current theory further, so that they could resume their study.
Misha graduated from UrGU in 1977 and became a PhD student of Lev Naumovich Shevrin [2] . Misha defended his PhD thesis, on ring theory, in 1980 in Kishinev, currently Chisinau, the capital of Moldova. Why not in his own university? Because of the pecularities of the Russian system of scientic degrees. Let me use this opportunity to say a few words about that system to my Western colleagues.
There are two scientic degrees: candidate and doctor. To earn the candidate degree in a science area, say in algebra, one is required to prove his or her ability to conduct independent research. In hard sciences, the degree can be identied with the familiar PhD. The doctor 4 YURI GUREVICH degree is much higher. To earn the doctor degree, one is required to exhibit leadership in a scientic area. At universities, the doctor degree is a necessary and in most cases sucient condition for full professor-
ship. An academic institution is authorized to conduct thesis defenses only in scientic areas where it has sucient expertise. Positive results need to be approved by the Higher Attestation Committee of Russian Federation that grants scientic degrees. More details can be found in [3, 4] .
In 1977, UrGU could not conduct candidate defenses in algebra as they had only 2 doctors in algebra while at least 3 were needed. That is why Misha defended his candidate degree in Kishinev. When Misha was ready to defend his doctor thesis in algebra, UrGU had 4 doctors in algebra but 5 were needed to conduct doctor defenses. Again Misha It wasn't only academic teaching and research that connected Misha to computing. Internet providers appeared in Sverdlovsk about 1990, and they employed some of Misha's students and junior colleagues.
Misha was eager to establish internet access at UrGU. There were computer geeks there who were enthusiastic about the idea and knew what to do. The expense was small but the university had no legal way to pay it. So a deal was arranged, between an internet provider and Misha as a private customer, which in eect provided UrGU with internet access. The necessary funds about $300 a year were contributed by UrGU graduates working abroad.
When, a couple of years later, the Russian Ministry of Education started to create state-wide network for universities, the universities competed for the role of hubs which came with some money, equipments and further advantages. Those roles were assigned primarily to technical universities, but in the Urals, UrGU won the competition because it already had a working network.
Fate leads the willing and drags along the reluctant, said Seneca. In bringing computing science to UrGU, Misha was a willing conspirator. Indeed, the past is not dead, and it isn't even past. I hope though that things will change again, to the best. 
